The negative exponential model is a simple tool for summarizing published epidemiological data on quitting smoking and lung cancer using a single parameter, the halflife. Estimates of the half-life can be derived from blocks of data comparing risk in never smokers, current smokers, and quitters by grouped time of quit. These estimates can be combined by meta-analysis, and heterogeneity can be assessed by meta-regression. While goodness of fit to the model can be investigated by comparison of observed and fitted numbers of lung cancers in the smoking groups, its adequacy can be further assessed by comparing its predictions with those of the multistage model, used on a number of occasions to describe features of the relationship between smoking and lung cancer. This document reports the results of such a comparison.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The negative exponential model is a simple tool for summarizing published epidemiological data on quitting smoking and lung cancer using a single parameter, the halflife. Estimates of the half-life can be derived from blocks of data comparing risk in never smokers, current smokers, and quitters by grouped time of quit. These estimates can be combined by meta-analysis, and heterogeneity can be assessed by meta-regression. While goodness of fit to the model can be investigated by comparison of observed and fitted numbers of lung cancers in the smoking groups, its adequacy can be further assessed by comparing its predictions with those of the multistage model, used on a number of occasions to describe features of the relationship between smoking and lung cancer. This document reports the results of such a comparison.
We consider the scenario where smokers start at the age of S 1 and continue smoking at the same rate to age S 2 , and then either continue or quit. Using a plausible form of the multistage model involving five stages, where smoking affects the first and penultimate stages of the multistage process, and where the later stage effect is twice that of the early stage effect, and assuming that the relative risk from smoking is 10, we showed that the shapes of the decline in excess risk for the same half-life were quite similar for the negative exponential and multistage models. This was particularly true up to the half-life, the subsequent decline predicted by the negative exponential model being somewhat more rapid than that predicted by the multistage model. The negative exponential model also fitted the predictions quite well for alternative forms of the multistage model, in which we varied S 1 , S 2 , the number of stages, the relative risk from smoking and the relative effects on the first and penultimate stages. The estimated half-life for the multistage model varied little according to the assumed value of the relative risk from smoking or the assumed relative effects on the first and penultimate stages. The half-life tended to increase as the assumed duration of smoking in the population increased.
Since the multistage model predicts that the absolute risk of lung cancer remains relatively constant for a period after quitting, and since the declines in excess risk are similar for the two models, the predictions of the negative exponential model are not inconsistent with the observed approximate "freezing" of the absolute risk of lung cancer in quitters.
Especially as it is possible to test goodness-of-fit directly for the negative exponential model, and to test for variations in half-life estimates by study characteristics (e.g. studies of younger populations with shorter smoking durations might be expected to have shorter halflife estimates than studies of older populations with longer durations), the results reported here tend to support the use of the negative exponential model for summarizing published results from exponential studies of quitting and lung cancer.
Introduction
There is abundant evidence that smoking is associated with an increased risk of lung cancer (Lee et al., 2012) (Brown and Chu, 1987; Lee, 1995; Whittemore, 1988) , though the model is too complex to fit to epidemiological data as summarized in typical publications.
Scenario of concern, terminology and notation
This report is concerned with a scenario introducing three consecutive time periods, a period (0→S 1 years) during which none of the subjects smoke, a period (S 1 →S 2 years) during which all ever smokers do so at a constant rate, and a period (S 2 →T years) during which quitters cease smoking and during which continuing smokers continue to smoke at the same rate.
We are interested in comparing risk at age T between those who continue to smoke, "Continuers", those who stop smoking at time S 2 "Quitters", and those who have never smoked, "Never smokers". We are mainly interested in studying patterns of risk as age increases from S 2 .
In comparing risk between continuers, quitters and never smokers, it is important to have a clear understanding of the various measures of lung cancer risk.
"Absolute risk" (AR) is the probability that someone without lung cancer at the beginning of a period will develop lung cancer by the end of the period.
This is usually expressed in terms such as risk per 100,000 per year.
"Relative risk" (RR) is the absolute risk in one group of subjects divided by that in another comparison group. Here unless otherwise stated, relative risk relates to the comparison group of never smokers. Thus, RR C = AR C /AR N and RR Q = AR Q /AR N where the subscripts C, Q and N refer to the three groups of interest, continuers, quitters and never smokers.
"Excess risk" (ER)
is equal to relative risk minus 1, and relates to the increase in relative risk associated with the smoking history.
"Relative excess risk" (RER) is the ratio of excess risks in different smoking
groups, and here is compared to that in continuers. Thus if, at a particular point in time following quitting, the relative risks for continuers, quitters and never smokers are, respectively, 20, 12 and 1, the relative excess risk in quitters compared to continuers is (12-1) / (20-1) = 11/19 = 0.58. The time after quitting when the relative excess risk reaches 0.50 is referred to as the "half-life" (H) when the negative exponential model is considered.
Note that evidence from numerous epidemiological studies of smoking and lung cancer (Doll and Peto, 1978 ; International Agency for Research on Cancer, 2007; Lee, 1995; Lee et al., 2012) makes it clear that:
1. The absolute risk in never smokers rises markedly with age.
2.
The absolute risk in continuers (who continue to smoke at a constant level) also rises markedly with age. 
will apply.
The multistage model
In the multistage model (see Lee, 1995 Providing that the transition probabilities (p 1 , p 2 … p k ) are small and constant throughout life, the incidence rate, I T , of cancer at age T will be given by the simple formula
where B is a constant equal to np 1 p 2 … p k / (k−1)!
The incidence rate can also be calculated, again assuming that In the work carried out here, attention is restricted following precedent (Brown and Chu, 1987; Lee, 1995) The formulae for the incidence rate can be simplified in our scenario.
For a k stage process we first convert absolute risk to scaled absolute risk by dividing through by n a 1 a 2 … a k /(k-1). The following equations can then be used to estimate the scaled absolute risks of time T.
Never smokers
These formulae can then be used to calculate relative risks by dividing through by T k-1 .
It should be noted that formula (7) does not imply that the relative risk for current smokers is constant over time. As illustrated in Table 1 , where k is set at 5, S 1 at 20, d 1 at 3 and d 2 at 6, the relative risk varies from 9.57 at age 50 to 13.62 at age 80.
In the following, where we define the relative risk from smoking (RR c ), this relates to the relative risk at time S 2 . Given the relative stage effect y = d k-1 /d 1 and given RR c , S 1 and S 2 , d 1 can readily be determined from the quadratic equation
Given d 1 , and hence d k-1 = d 1 y, the scaled absolute risk in continuers and quitters at time T can then be derived. As an index of goodness-of-fit, a statistic was calculated based on the area between the two curves from zero up to the half-life. The time to half-life is divided into 20 periods, the difference is then divided by the time to half-life to give relative scaling between various models being compared. Finally, the sum is subtracted from 1, so that values close to 1 represent a good fit. In Figure 2 , the value of this statistic is 0.9753. 
Variation in S 1 and S 2 :
H declines somewhat with increasing S 1 and increases somewhat with increasing S 2 . This is consistent with saying that effects of quitting are more rapid for smokers who have smoked for a small proportion of their lives. Since, in many studies, subjects will have started to smoke at about the same time on average, the facts that H declines with S 1 may not be important. One might, however, expect estimates of H to be lower in populations with shorter durations of smoking, such as younger populations.
Variation in y:
H is little affected by varying y.
Variation in R:
H declines slightly with increasing R, i.e. effects of quitting are proportionally somewhat more rapid for heavy smokers or in countries where relative risks from smoking are higher.
Goodness of fit:
The statistic is relatively similar for all the models tested.
While it might be possible to find a single model that fits the predictions of the multistage model, slightly better than the negative exponential, the negative exponential still seems a good approximation. Given data from epidemiological studies on quitting are typically only presented for a small number of quit periods, and it is clearly not possible to reliably estimate multiple parameters from a more complex model, the negative exponential model has a number of advantages. Principally, these are that:
it can be fitted to data from a study using available techniques (Lee et al., 2012b ) and (iii) it is dependent on only a single parameter, H, so its estimates can easily be subject to meta-analysis and meta-regression.
Note also that the negative exponential model can also be extended to situations where, instead of quitting, subjects reduce the number of cigarettes smoked or switch to a lower risk product. Thus the relative excess risk in the third period (during which smokers have reduced or switched) may be written as RER(t) = F + (1 -F) exp (−t(log e 2)/H) If the value of a model parameter is not shown for a model, it is assumed to be the same as that for the main model.
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